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Have

Patterns

Good

R. Garner

Wendell

Few

Alternatives
Information theory9sconcept of redundancyhelps in understanding
thegestalt concept of goodness

Over half a century has passed since a
school of psychology was founded and
named for the German word Gestalt,
a word which has been carried over
there is no
into English
because
translation of itwhich seems quite to
carry all the connotations of the Ger
man

a
In general
itself.
terms,
a
is a form, a figure,
configura
or a pattern.
is also
But
gestalt

word

gestalt
tion,

the quality that forms, figures, and
patterns have. Thus
gestalt is both
form

and

and

form-ness,
pattern
The
school
of

tern-ness.

pat

psychol

ogy was given this name because of its
emphasis on studying the form and
characteristics

pattern

of

stimuli,

ra

ther than on studying the elements
which make a stimulus but which do
not in and of themselves constitute
the pattern.

we

the gestalt)
can
talk

(the word we will use

Wendell

R.

can

have

about

Garner

patterns

good

has

been James

as

Rowland

Angell Professor of Psychologyat Yale since
doctoral work {for a Harvard
Ph.D.,
was
done
in S. S. Stevens'
1946)
Psycho
Acoustic
and research in psycho
Laboratory,
acoustics
remained
his major
interest for
several years. In over two decades spent at the
1967. His

Johns Hopkins
he served as Director
University
of the Psychological
Laboratory
of the Institute
and Chair
1949-55,
for Cooperative Research,
man

1954-64.
of theDepartment
of Psychology,
He
received a Distinguished
Scientific Award
of
theAmerican Psychological
Association
in 1964.

Recently his research interests have been in the
perception of structure, both visual and auditory,
and information theory has been for him a power
is co-author of Applied
ful conceptual tool. He

Experimental Psychology {withA. Chapanis
and C.

T.

Uncertainty
cal Concepts,
Psychology,
New Haven,
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lot of
as

patterns
pattern-ness.

It is not always clear just what we do
mean by saying a pattern or figure
is good

or

has

we

but

goodness,

cer

tainly can agree that circles are good
as

almost

squares

patterns,

good,

stars somewhat less good, and that
ink blots are rather poor patterns.
some
This problem of what makes
patterns good and others less good was
a topic of very active research for
but

many
years,
to
produce

the

as many
as
goodness

pattern

terns to have
There

good.

research

seemed

explanations
there were
to

pat

or to be

the goodness

seemed

of

ex

no

be

planatory principles which were very
general in application.
of redundancy
after World War
II,

Then,

information

theory.

along

Introduced

Shannon
and Norbert
by Claude
this theory dealt, not with
Wiener,
physical properties of signals (stimuli,
to the psychologist), but with their
informational

This

properties.

con

cern with the nonphysical properties
of stimuli struck a familiar note to
psychologists concerned with problems
of patterns, gestalts, and
similar
all
because
after
wasn't
that
things,
the essence of the distinction the
gestalt psychologists had been trying
tomake years earlier?
In addition, information theory pro
vided
the very special concept of
redundancy,

a

concept

not

unlike

its

but defined
ordinary lay meaning,
more formally and capable of quanti
fication.

is

Redundancy

surplus

in

formation, and it is evidenced
by
in signal systems. For
regularities
example, because u regularly follows q
in English, the u provides very little
information

over

and

above

that

vided by the q. Here indeed was a
measurable
concept which might help
some
understanding of why
provide
some gestalts are better than others,
why some patterns seem to be good
patterns and others to be poor pat
terns. The
good patterns are the
redundant patterns, because thewhole
from any
is so highly predictable
while
the
poor patterns, being
part,

pro

are

unpredictable,

not

redundant.

There is indeed a relation between the
information theory concept of re
dundancy and pattern goodness, but
this relation is not as direct as it
might be. First, we have to consider
that a stimulus is a member of a set of
meaningfully related stimuli, and for
any

set we

can

various

form

and

redundancy

meaning

the relation be

ful subsets. Second,
tween

concept

came

pattern-ness,

and

pattern-ness,
those which

The

Since patterns
for

those patterns which

goodness

must

in terms of the size
be understood
of the subsets that can be formed and
because

redundancy,

redundancy

as

a

quantitative concept is directly related
to the size of subsets, not to the in
dividual stimulus itself (Garner 1962,
1966). In order to see how redundancy
affects pattern goodness, we must
first examine
the relation between
size of a subset of
and
redundancy
stimuli, and then show that the size
of the subset of stimuli is related to pat
tern

goodness.

To

subsets

are

anticipate

selves, the relation we will
small

more

than large subsets, and
terns

in

terns

than

Total

small
those

subsets

redundant

are

in large

our

see is that

stimulus pat
better

pat

subsets.

sets of stimuli

First we must realize that any stimulus
can be defined in terms of attributes
or variables which
have different
levels. Patterns or figures or stimuli
can be large or small, dark or light,
blue or red. The larger the number of
attributes,
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and

the greater

the number

TCI

I

I.i~

1. A
total set of patterns.
These
16
Fig.
patterns are all that can be formed from the
or
four dichotomous
attributes
of (circle
square) X (open on the right or left) X (verti
cal or horizontal
line) X
(wavy or straight
line).

of different values of each attribute,
the more stimuli there are that could
have been generated, or that can be
seen as meaningful alternatives to the
particular stimulus in question.

is a third attribute ; and the center line
can be either straight or wavy, giving
us the fourth attribute. Now with four
two-leveled attributes, 16 and only 16
stimuli can be formed, this value being
the product of the number of levels
= 16.
of each attribute: 2X2X2X2
set
of 16 stimuli constitutes a
This
total set because
it contains all the
stimuli which can be generated with
these particular attributes and levels.

1 contains, for purposes of
Figure
illustration, a particular total set of
stimuli. In this case we have stimuli
which differ in respect to four attri
butes, each attribute having two levels
stimuli are either
or values. These
circular or rectangular, so form is one
subsets
Redundant
attribute. Position of the opening, left
we
want
to see what
Now
or right, is another attribute; position
happens
when a subset of these 16 stimuli is
of a center line, horizontal or vertical,
January-February
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selected. The
is that the
principle
selection of any
is simul
subset
taneously the process of producing
or, alternatively, any
redundancy;
subset from a total set is redundant or

tion of a subset has created redun
eight stimuli in Figure 2. In this sub
set of stimuli all attributes are repre
dancy.
sented, and furthermore, each level
A more complicated
subset of eight
of each attribute occurs exactly half
stimuli is shown in Figure 3. Here
the time. What
has happened?
A
all attributes are represented,
contains
little inspection will show that the again
redundancy.
and each level of each attribute occurs
square is always open on the right,
four times. But inspection this
Consider
the trivial case where we
and the circle is open on the left. exactly
time will reveal that no pair of attri
select eight stimuli, all of them being
Thus the two attributes of form and
butes is perfectly correlated. This
squares. Clearly the attribute of form position of the opening are completely
a more
subset
com
has
particular
has become redundant since it no
correlated, and clearly one or the other
form of redundancy, but its
plicated
can
differentiates
these
of them
be considered redundant.
among
longer
existence can easily be seen by noting
eight stimuli. But that is not an inter We
could, in describing these eight
that even
remove
ifwe
any one attri
even
and we
could
case,
esting
argue
stimuli, neglect either form or position
bute
in
these
describing
that all we have done
eight stimuli,
is create a
of the opening, and we would
still
the eight stimuli will still all be differ
smaller total set. Now
consider the have eight different patterns. So selec
ent. The

fact

that any

one

can

attribute

be eliminated makes itmore difficult
to see the redundancy, but in both this
subset and the previous one, exactly
one attribute can be eliminated with
out making the stimuli the same, sowe
have

One
still

the

same

amount

of

redundancy.

further illustration will show that
smaller

subsets

have

even

more

redundancy. In Figure 4 we have a
subset of just four figures, and once
more all attributes are represented
and each level of each attribute occurs
exactly twice. In this subset, however,
there are two pairs of correlated
attributes: The open end is always on
the right of the square and on the left

subset of eight patterns.
Fig. 2. A redundant
is necessarily
redun
Any subset of patterns
dant.
In this subset the redundancy
is due
to the perfect correlation
of square with right
side open and circle with left side open. Thus
if there were no differences
in form, or al
no differences
in position
of
ternatively
there would
still be eight different
opening,
So one or the other of these attri
patterns.
butes can be considered
redundant.

36 American

Scientist,

Volume

3. Another
redundant
subset of eight
Fig.
In this subset the redundancy
is
patterns.
to see because
there is no simple
harder
correlation
between
But
any two attributes.
any one of the four attributes can be elimi
nated and the remaining
three attributes will
still provide
For
eight different patterns.
if all the wavy
lines are made
example,
still be eight different
there will
straight,
patterns.

Fig. 4. A smaller subset of four patterns. The
smaller
the subset, the greater
the amount
of redundancy. With
this subset we can elim
inate both the square-circle
attribute and the
line orientation
attribute and still have four
different patterns.
Since only two attributes
are necessary
to produce
four patterns,
two
of the attributes are redundant.
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since
Fig. 5. Each of these patterns is unique,
any 90? rotation or any reflection produces
are
the same pattern again. These
patterns
rated as very good.

of the circle; and the vertical line is
always wavy while the horizontal line
is straight. Thus we could eliminate
either the form or open position
attribute, and either the direction or
nature of the center line, and there
would still be four different stimuli.
With subsets of eight stimuli we can
eliminate one attribute and still have
eight different stimuli.With subsets of
four

can

we

stimuli,

two

eliminate

attributes and still have four different
stimuli. So the selection of a subset
a

from

set

total

dancy;

the smaller

greater

the

amount

redun

produces

the

the subset,

of

the
Fig. 6. Each of these patterns will produce
in 90?
rotated
others when
steps and/or
thus form a
four patterns
reflected. These
single R & R subset.

redundancy,

the smaller the subset, the
because
more attributes that can be eliminated.
Dot

patterns

This is all very well, but how do we
relate the redundancy of subsets of
stimuli such as these to the kinds of
stimuli which have what we would
ordinarily call pattern, gestalt, or
we do
configuration? Furthermore,
not really want to talk about the good
ness of subsets at all, but of individual
stimuli.

How

do

we

the

relate

NN

redun

dancy of subsets to the goodness of
answer lies
particular patterns? The
in seeing

that

a

particular

can

pattern

be considered as representing a subset
of stimuli, or in some way having
stimuli which,
together
equivalent
with the pattern we are interested in,
form a subset. If such subsets of
equivalent patterns contain different
numbers of stimuli, and if size of sub
set

relates

to pattern

then

goodness,

be able to see the relation
the goodness of an individual
pattern and the redundancy of sub

we will
between

sets of patterns.

show this relation experimentally
(Garner and Clement 1963), we have
used patterns of dots, such as those
shown in Figures 5-9. These dot pat
ternswere created by placing exactly
five dots in the imaginary cells of a
matrix with three rows and three
there are 126
columns. Although
different possible patterns of dots,
we used only 90 of them, avoiding
patterns which have no dots in a par

To

row

ticular

or

felt that such

column,

we

because

cases might

be a

bit

confusing.

tern

goodness

on

a

seven-point

scale.

This
turned out to be quite an easy
task for people to do. They rated some

very

good,
as
many

and

poor,

as

others

very

intermediate.

And
different people
agreed with
each other very well as to which pat
are

terns

good

and

which

are

poor.

Thus we have little doubt about the
as
goodness of the patterns themselves,
evidenced by the unanimity among
the ?valua

Rotations

tors.

and Reflections

But then what about putting the pat
terns into different subsets?What rules
should be used for deciding which pat
terns should go together? With pat
terns formed from an original square
matrix a fairly obvious set of rules to
use is to rotate the pattern by 90? steps
and also tomirror or reflect it around
the horizontal,
vertical, or either
axis.
By carrying out these
diagonal
and

rotations
all

90

patterns

we
can
reflections,
into groups?subsets?

put

of either one, four, or eight different
patterns, giving us three different sub
set

The first thing we did with these 90
dot patterns was to ask a group of
people to rate each of them for pat

as

patterns

sizes.

Only two of the patterns form groups
of one when rotated and/or reflected:
These are the + and X shown in Fig
ure 5.With either of these patterns, it
doesn't

matter

how

many

rotations

you use, or whether you reflect it, or
rotate and reflect it, the pattern always
each of
produces itself again. Thus
these patterns is unique with respect to
the rotation and reflection criteria. It
hardly needs to be said that these
unique patterns are rated as "good" by
practically everybody.
The way inwhich patterns are rotated
and reflected to produce other pat
terns is illustrated inFigure 6. The pat
tern on the left is rotated in successive
90? steps to produce the other three
patterns; obviously then any of these
four patterns can produce any of the
others

by

rotation.

These

can

patterns

be considered as reflections of each
other just as well. The second pattern
is a vertical reflection of the first,and
the pattern on the extreme right is a
horizontal reflection of the pattern on

the third pattern
the left. Likewise,
from the left is a horizontal reflection
of the second pattern, and a vertical
reflection of the fourth pattern. Still
are
further, the firstand third patterns
reflections of each other about the left
the second and
diagonal axis, while
fourth

patterns

are

reflections

about

the right diagonal axis. Thus we can
see that the rotation and reflection
January-February
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A subset of eight patterns which form a
criteria are very intimately related and
must be used together with patterns
single R & R subset is shown in Figure
8. Each of the top four patterns pro
like these.
duces any of the other three by simple
A subset of four such patterns, which
we will call an R & R (rotation and
rotation in 90? steps. Likewise, any of
can
four patterns
the bottom
reflection) subset, can be represented
produce
by any one of the four patterns in it, any of the other three by rotation in
90? steps. In addition, patterns on the
since the other three patterns can be
one.
two lines can produce each other by
Alto
that
from
just
produced
are
R
reflections or combinations of
R
&
subsets
various
there
eight
gether,
rotations.
the pat
and
As
which have exactly four patterns in reflections
are actually
a
terns
each
and
pat
arranged,
them,
representative pattern
tern on the bottom row is the hori
from each of these subsets is shown in
zontal reflection of the pattern im
Figure 7. The rated goodness of the 32
mediately above it. In addition, how
patterns which form these eight R & R
is intermediate.
subsets
ever, the top leftpattern is the vertical

reflection of the third pattern from the
lefton the bottom, and each pattern on
the top row has a vertical reflection on
the bottom row. The top leftpattern is
a reflection of the second pattern on the
bottom about the left diagonal axis,
and each pattern on the top has both a
right and left diagonal reflection on
the bottom. So once again we see that
the rotation and reflection criteria are
intimately related.
There
patterns

seven
9. Each
of these patterns
has
Fig.
are equivalent
patterns which
by rotation
rated goodness
is
reflection. Their
and/or
poor.

Scientist,

Volume

each,

and

one

representative

pattern from each of these seven sub
sets is shown in Figure 9. Altogether,

of these patterns can produce
Fig. 7. Each
three equivalent
patterns by rotation and/or
rated goodness
of these pat
reflection. The
terns is intermediate.

38 American

are seven R & R subsets of eight
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then, 56 patterns come from R & R
subsets with eight patterns in them.
The rated goodness of these patterns
was

very

poor.

Our
expectation that good patterns
would come from small subsets and
poor patterns from large subsets has
been realized, at least for these rela
tively simple patterns. And because of
the inverse relation between subset
size

redundancy,
are
patterns

good

can

we

and

in

feel

some

sense

that

in the patterns

used

here.

In these patterns, we can think of the
redundancy as being due to the dupli
cation of pattern that occurs when the
pattern is rotated or reflected. Thus
two

the

dundant

unique
because

are most

patterns
any

or

rotation

re

re

produces exactly the same
patterns. The R & R subsets of four
patterns are still partly redundant,
because some of the rotations produce
the same patterns as some of the
reflections, so that only three different
patterns can be produced with rota
tion and/or reflection of any one of
these patterns. On the other hand, the
R & R subsets of eight patterns are
flection

least

redundant

can produce
and

each

because

pattern

seven others by rotation

is related to subset size in

Redundancy

more

direct

and

intuitively

obvious fashion, in that the number of
different patterns formed by rotation
and/or reflection is fairly directly re
lated to the amount of symmetry in the
In

patterns.

fact,

the

reflection

is

Thus

these

illustra

the more

axes

of

symmetry

a

has, the better the pattern is.

that

pattern

symmetrical.

And

we

can

talk about amount of symmetry in
terms of the numbers of axes about
which symmetry exists for a given pat
tern. To illustrate, note that the two
unique patterns in Figure 5 are sym
metrical
about all four axes:
the

might expect that various ways of
describing or labeling a pattern will
reflect this relationship, and it turns
out that they do (Clement 1964). We
can ask people to describe these pat
terns, and then note how many differ
ent descriptions we get from a large
number of people. When we do this,
we find that relatively few different de
scriptions

or

verbal

are

associations

given to good patterns, but almost as
many

verbal

as

associations

are

there

people are given for the poor patterns.
A still further consequence
of these
relations is found when we measure
how long it takes people to produce the

If symmetry is directly related to pat
tern goodness, why don't we just say verbal
con
it
takes
associations;
that symmetry is the pertinent factor,
for
the
poor patterns
siderably longer
rather than subset size and its related
than for the good ones. It has been
concept of redundancy? The answer is known for some time that reaction
times are longer when there are more
partially given by the third pattern on
the top in Figure 7 (the Z) : although
possible responses for a person to give,
this pattern is not symmetrical about
so this result is a natural consequence
an
it
from
R
R
still
is
&
sub
of
the fact that the poor patterns pro
any axis,
set of four members, and its judged
duce more different verbal associations
than good patterns.
goodness is the same as the other pat
terns of that subset size. So we see that Words are not the
only means ofmak
symmetry is a usual concomitant of
to
associations
patterns, and in fact
ing
small subset sizes and redundancy, but we can use
as asso
themselves

not

a

necessary

relation

one.

The

patterns

important

is that poor patterns have
many alternatives, good patterns have
few alternatives, and the very best pat
are

unique.

to patterns
are
some
There
interesting secondary
consequences of this relation between
pattern goodness and the number of
alternatives a pattern has. If one of the
properties of a pattern is that it has
few or many alternatives, then we

cri

terion is exactly what we mean by
symmetry since, ifa pattern is reflected
and produces itself,we say that the

pattern

all.

Associations

Symmetry
even

at

tions give us the general principle

terns

reflection.

an

All the patterns in Figure 9, those in
R & R subsets of eight, have no axis of
symmetry

re

dundant, although the nature of the
redundancy may not always be as easy
to see as

in the second pattern from the left on
the bottom, the obvious axis of the
pattern is the right diagonal, but sym
metry does not occur about this axis. It
does occur about the other diagonal
axis, but this axis of symmetry is at
right angles to the axis of the pattern
itself.

ciations to other patterns. When we
use this technique (Handel and Garner
1966), we get some additional under
standing of the relation between subset
size and pattern goodness. The number
of

patterns

comes

about

tern?good
patterns?will

of unidirectional
effects
Fig. 10. An example
are produced
as associations
when patterns
to other patterns. The patterns on the leftwill
those to the right. The
progressively
produce
two unique patterns on the right will produce
each other as associations,
but will not pro
duce those to the left.

used

as

to a

associations

given pattern ismuch greater for the
poor patterns than for good patterns?
much greater, that is, than we would
expect just from knowing the differ
ences inR & R subset size. This result
because
patterns
be used

almost
as

well
as

an

any
as

pat

poor
associa

tion to a poor pattern, but only good
patterns will be used as associations to
other good patterns.

This relationship means that there is a
directionality to the pattern associa
tion process, and a simple illustration
of this is shown in Figure 10. The

vertical, horizontal,
right diagonal,
and leftdiagonal. Thus these patterns
are

maximally

symmetrical.

of the patterns in Figure 7 are
symmetrical about a single axis. The
axis of symmetry is obvious when it is
vertical or horizontal, as it is in the two
patterns on the top left.All of the pat
terns on the bottom, plus theL pattern
on the top right, are symmetrical
about a diagonal axis, and this axis is
sometimes hard to find. For example,

Most

^^"^^

January-February
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arrows indicate the direction inwhich
are made.

associations

The

pattern

the left,which comes from an R & R
subset of eight patterns, produces as an
the T
association
pattern, which
comes from an R & R subset of four
not hold.
even

reverse

the

but

patterns,

relation

In turn, the T

better

an

as

pattern

does

an

produces
association,

the+. The + produces the X, and the
X in turn produces the+, so here we
a

have

association

symmetrical

the

will

formed

of association

process
sooner
or

always,

later,

produce

very good patterns, regardless of how
good or how poor the patterns are to
start

with.

the

Somehow

human

or

ganism develops itsperceptions toward
good patterns and away from poor
patterns.

in time

Patterns

So far we have been talking entirely
about visual patterns in space. But it is
just as possible to have patterns in time
as in space, and with temporal pat
it seems

terns

to use

natural

the audi

tory sense, just as with spatial patterns
it seems

to use

natural

sense.

the visual

patterns, like spatial ones,
Temporal
clearly can be good and poor also, in
the sense, again, of having more or less
we

Can

"pattern-ness."

in these

show

from

two

was

solution

Our

to generate

patterns

two

values.

possible

In musical

terms,

we are going to have melodies formed
from just two notes, and the melodies
will be eight notes long, although they
will continue indefinitely after starting.
In

our

actual

with

experiments

tem

poral patterns, we did use the auditory
our

but

sense,

musical.

Rather,

ferent-sounding

played
rate

two notes

at

of two

were

not

two dif

doorbell

buzzers,

In

per

cannot

Scientist,

it con

is started

know

after

it has

how

started,

the sequence

are

all

the same

basic

seven

patterns

are

all

pattern,

11. The top
but the
exactly

the

same as this one except for being dis
placed in time. Certainly an observer

long; when this pattern is repeated
indefinitely there is no way to tell that
cannot
tell one
from another
pattern
it was actually generated from se
unless he knows at what point in the
quences
eight elements long. Still
the pattern
started.
sequence
another pattern is XXXOXXXO,
but this one could have been generated
We
shall refer to this subset of eight
from

sequences

four

elements

rather than eight, as could
quence xxooxxoo.

long

the se

Basic

patterns
even
the se
after eliminating
But
come
have
that
could
from a
quences
shorter length than eight (which are as
a consequence very simple and easy),
we have a large number left that could
only

have

come

from

a

sequence

sequences

as a basic

pattern,

and

when

we talk about a specific pattern, we
need only specify the basic pattern and

of

11. The
consists of eight
top pattern
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which each element could have only
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remaining

be grouped

tinues indefinitely without a break,
and if somebody begins to listen to the

few
good
temporal patterns have
alternatives in a way that is at least
analogous to what we have found for

spatial patterns?
To begin, we had to find a way of pro
ducing temporal patterns that would
allow us to know exactly how many
patterns there are (the total set), and
also how this total set of patterns can
be formed into meaningful
subsets.
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once

that

sequences.

sequences
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ful subsets by taking note of the fact
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X and O
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and another
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XXXXXXXX,
but since there is no
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tion, but only with the very best pat

means
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its starting point. The
16 different
basic patterns that are eight elements
long are shown in Figures 12-14.

Pattern

Accent

These

points
It seemed so obvious to us that these
patterns differed in goodness that we
did not ask people to rate them, but
some
instead directly
investigated
relations between difficulty of pattern
perception

and

number

of

alterna

tives. It should be noted that each of
these basic patterns actually has eight
alternative starting points, so in this
objective sense each of these basic pat

not

be

biased

by

our

of start

selection

ing points.)

us
One

difficulty
experimental
of these

measure

procedures
temporal
us

points

gave

the

concerning

tells

accent

ceptable

per

patterns.

how

many
there
are,

ac

as

well as what they are ; the other tells us
how difficult it is to perceive the se
quence

as

an

organized

pattern.

Inso

far as difficulty of pattern is related to
(inversely, of course), the
goodness
smaller

run,

longest

two measures

ception

points occur at the beginning

the number

of acceptable

ac

or

on

note

the

of the
immedi

ately after the longest run. The loca
tions of these two acceptable
accent
points mean that the sequence is per
ceptually organized so that the longest
run occurs either at the
beginning or at
the end of the pattern. The average
number of notes heard before people
began to play these patterns was 22, or
fewer than three complete cycles.
Another
three

seven

acceptable

basic

have

patterns

accent

shown in Figure 13.These

points,

as

patterns are

terns
is the same
subset
cent points, the shorter the time it
therefore
more
or less
size,
clearly
complex,
"good"
has the same redundancy and should
should take for the sequence to become
than the patterns in Figure 12, and
a subjectively organized pattern. And
be equally good. But it is equally ob
this fact is reflected in the greater
vious that the number of subjective that is exactly what happens.
of
number
accent
acceptable
points.
Once again the longest run determines
starting points for these different basic
These
16 different basic patterns are
two of the accent points, one at the
patterns is not the same at all. The
have
few
good patterns
meaningful
easily grouped into three sets accord
beginning of the run and the other at
the first note after it, but the factors
starting points, but the poor patterns
ing to the number of acceptable accent
have many starting points, although
points each has. Seven of them have
determining the location of the third
none of them ismore meaningful than
accent
are more
The
just two acceptable accent points, and
point
complex.
any other.
they are shown in Figure 12. These
average number of notes heard before
patterns include all thosewith just two people began to play these patterns
This subjective starting point we call
"runs" (sequences of the same note) in was 34, or more than four
complete
an accent point because it is exactly
them, plus three with a moderately
cycles. Thus the increased number of
like themusical accent point. As one of
some
run and
The
alternations.
accent points is accompanied
long
by in
these patterns is played continuously,
can
run
seen
of
the
be
creased perceptual difficulty.
by
importance
the pattern becomes organized into a
noting that the two acceptable accent
subjective pattern, a gestalt, in which
there is a very definite beginning and
end. A particular pattern can have
more than one accent point, and with
xxxxxxxo
xxxxooxo
an effort the listener can change the
xxxxxxoo
xxxxoxxo
accent point while listening to the con
tinuing

sequence.

However, it takes a little time for these
patterns to appear organized so that
they have definite beginnings and
ends, and until this subjective orga
nization isperceived it is essentially im
possible to "play" the pattern by tap
ping it out on two keys. Yet once the
sequence is heard as a pattern, it is
very easy to play iton the two keys.
In

our

experiments

on

these

patterns

we had people listen to the continuing
sequence until it became an organized
time they either
pattern, at which
to
the
pattern in synchrony
began
play
1966) or they
(Royer and Garner
the
pattern and de
simply stopped
it (Garner
and Gottwald
scribed
1968). Either of these methods easily
establishes how the pattern is heard,
because either the beginning of the
description or the beginning of the
playing defines an acceptable accent
point. (We used all possible starting
points in presenting the sequences so
that the accent points obtained would
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as under
three acceptable
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these patterns
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as accent

acceptable

points are the second notes of these
runs. These are quite complex pat
terns, and a long time is required for
people to perceive them as organized
patterns. The bottom pattern took an
average of 104 notes before it could be
played. This pattern is unique in that
the second half of the pattern is the
same as the firsthalf except that the
notes are reversed, and this relation is
true for any possible accent point. The
like some of the
pattern is much
in visual re
used
reversing figures
search, and there is no way of invoking
an accent point which avoids
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Perhaps
circles

now
and

can

we
squares

understand

are

good

why

patterns,

whereas ink blots are not; there are
very few ways in which circles and
squares

can

be made,

but many

ways

inwhich ink blots can be made. This
smaller number of ways circles and
squares can be made is the same thing
as redundancy, and thus there is a
direct relation between pattern good
ness

and

redundancy.

To

summarize,

poor patterns are those which are not
redundant

and

thus

have

many

alter

natives, good patterns are those which
are redundant and thus have few
alternatives, and the very best patterns
are those which are unique, having no
perceptual
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